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3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter elaborates how the conceptual framework for the study has been derived 

through the existing work identified in the literature review. 

3.1 EXISTING WORK 

Since the study is on evaluating software quality from software developing 

organization’s view, it is necessary to filter down the quality attributes discovered in the 

literature, only to represent developer view of software quality. Therefore it has been decided 

to take the union of developer related quality attributes from all three popular models referred 

in the previous chapter. It is not an easy task to differentiate developer oriented quality 

attributes from user oriented attributes as quality classifications are different from each model 

and some attributes are subjective to their multiple definitions. For a consistent interpretation 

of the quality attributes, the definitions of attributes have been used according to Software 

Engineering Institute’s (SEI) Software Technology Roadmap glossary[23] and ISO 9126[24] 

definitions. 

3.1.1 DEVELOPER ORIENTED ATTRIBUTES FROM MCCALL’S MODEL 

McCall’s model mainly goes hand in hand with external quality factors. Following are 

the quality attributes extracted from McCall model, which are related to developer related 

quality based on SEI definitions. 
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Selected Attribute SEI Definition[23] 

Maintainability “The ease with which a software system or component can be modified 
to correct faults, improve performance, or other attributes, or adapt to a 
changed environment.” 

Testability “The degree to which a system or component facilitates the 
establishment of test criteria and the performance of tests to determine 
whether those criteria have been met.” 

Flexibility “The ease with which a system or component can be modified for use 
in applications or environments other than those for which it was 
specifically designed.” 

Portability “The ease with which a system or component can be transferred from 
one hardware or software environment to another.” 

Reusability “The degree to which a software module or other work product can be 
used in more than one computing program or software system.” 

Interoperability “The ability of two or more systems or components to exchange 
information and to use the information that has been exchanged.” 

Table 1: Developer related quality attributes from McCall’s model 

3.1.2 ADDITIONAL ATTRIBUTES FROM BOEHM’S MODEL 

Boehm’s model, which has put the utility perspective in terms of quality, is much 

similar to McCall’s model. After evaluating definitions, following two attributes were added 

to the list. 

Selected Attribute SEI Definition[23] 

Understandability “The degree to which the purpose of the system or component is 
clear to the evaluator.”  

 

Modifiability “The degree to which a system or component facilitates the 
incorporation of changes, once the nature of the desired change has 
been determined.”  

 

Table 2: Additional developer related quality attributes from Boehm’s model 
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3.1.3 ADDITIONAL ATTRIBUTES FROM ISO 9126 

Following are sub-attributes taken from the ISO 9126 definitions. 

Selected Attribute ISO Definition[24] 

Analyzability  
 

“The capability of the software product to be diagnosed for 
deficiencies or causes of failures in the software, or for the parts to be 
modified to be identified.”  

 

Changeability “The capability of the software product to enable a specified 
modification to be implemented.”  

 

Stability “The capability of the software product to avoid unexpected effects 
from modifications of the software.”  

 

Adaptability “The capability of the software product to be adapted for different 
specified environments without applying actions or means other than 
those provided for this purpose for the software considered.” 

 

Installability “The capability of the software product to be installed in a specified 
environment.”  

 

Co-existence “The capability of the software product to co-exist with other 
independent software in a common environment sharing common 
resources.”  

 

Replaceability “The capability of the software product to be used in place of another 
specified software product for the same purpose in the same 
environment.”  

 

Table 3: Additional developer related quality attributes from ISO 9126 model 

3.1.4 FINAL ATTRIBUTE LIST 

After analyzing the above mentioned attribute lists and completing the preliminary 

studies, the list could filter down to the following for the current study. 

1. Correctness 

2. Testability 

3. Changeability 

4. Stability 

5. Installability 

In the following sections, each of above attribute will be discussed in terms of their 

quality characteristics. 
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3.1.4.1 CORRECTNESS 

SEI defines correctness as “The degree to which a system or component is free from 

faults in its specification, design, and implementation”[23]. McCall attributes correctness 

through[16]:  

• Traceability 

• Completeness 

• Consistency  

Through traceability, it makes possible to know the relationships of each module or 

component and thereby higher confidence states correctness. Completeness assures that there 

are no parts left in terms in executing a function of a system or a procedure; thereby 100% 

completeness ratio guarantees correctness. Inconsistent systems or functions will lead to 

higher error probability; therefore it is a part of correctness. Through the initial discussions 

with some key personnel, it was revealed that these characteristics are equally hard to reach 

to achieve Correctness. 

3.1.4.2 TESTABILITY 

SEI defines testability as “The degree to which a system or component facilitates the 

establishment of test criteria and the performance of tests to determine whether those criteria 

have been met”[23]. Both McCall and Boehm have attributed testability to quality assurance 

on following characteristics[16, 18]: 

• Simplicity 

• Instrumentation 

• Self-descriptiveness 

• Modularity and structuredness 

• Accountability 

• Accessibility 

• Communicativeness. 

Simplicity of applications will make easier in testing comparatively to complex 

applications. Instrumentation makes possible to put probes in the system in order to deduce 

test data. Self-descriptive systems have inbuilt help or system documentation which will be 

sufficient to understand the system by going through. Modularity helps in isolating system 
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tests which structuredness denotes consistent organization of the system. Accountability on 

system for which it is possible to measure the usage of the code[19]. Such measurements are 

typically covered by debugging tools, which exist specifically for programming languages. 

Accessibility of a system allows usage of its parts in a selective manner[19]. This allows in 

creating flexible test scenarios. Through communicativeness, systems make easier to 

understand inputs and output, which makes easier to compose test cases. 

3.1.4.3 CHANGEABILITY 

ISO defines changeability as “The capability of the software product to enable a 

specified modification to be implemented”[24]. Changeability is an attribute defined in ISO 

9126 and lacks supporting characteristic definitions. However changeability could be 

achieved through: 

• Aiming simple solution rather than complicated systems as by nature simple 

applications are easier to change. 

• Low coupling of individual modules of a system as lower interactions make 

easier to change individual components. 

• Designing the systems change in mind from the beginning while keeping 

application evolution. 

3.1.4.4 STABILITY 

ISO defines stability as “The capability of the software product to avoid unexpected 

effects from modifications of the software”[24]. Therefore stability in this context does not 

denote the ability of the system to show stable behavior when used. However, if modification 

often results in unexpected behavior, there will be a high impact on stability. 

Stability is directly influenced by Changeability. Low changeability is likely to show 

low stability. This will depict the fact that, trying to change a low changeable system will 

lead to a greater risk of instability.   

3.1.4.5 INSTALLABILITY 

ISO defines Installability as “The capability of the software product to be installed in 

a specified environment”[24]. Installability requirements are generally specified in the form 

of an installation process. The target environment in this case will have to be known at the 

development time. Installability is measured as a percentage exercised of the total specified 
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Installability requirements. In the Sri Lankan context, Installability is commonly referred as 

Deployability.  

3.1.5 RELATIONSHIPS OF VARIABLES 

Having identified the variables and attributes, it had been decided to limit the study to 

following variables, after interviewing key quality assurance personnel in target 

organizations. Based on their arguments, on applicability to offshore organizations, the best 

suited variables have been selected for the study. 

Dependent Variable: Effectiveness of Software Quality Assurance 

Independent Variables: 

1. Correctness 

a. Completeness 

b. Consistency  

2. Testability 

a. Simplicity 

b. Modularity 

c. Structuredness 

3. Changeability 

a. Simplicity 

b. Coupling 

4. Stability 

a. Changeability 

5. Installability 

Having identified the variables, following relationships have been derived based on 

the reviewed literature in the previous section. 
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram for conceptual framework 

3.2 HYPOTHESES FORMULATED 

In order to statistically test the derived conceptual framework, following hypotheses 

have been formulated. Since the study is targeted to test each independent variable separately, 

hypotheses also have been formulated independently to each independent variable. 

H01: there is no relationship between the Correctness of software developed and 

released to QA team, on the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

HA1: the greater the Correctness of software developed and delivered to QA team, the 

higher the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

 

H02: there is no relationship between the Testability of software developed and 

released to QA team, on the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

HA2: the greater the Testability of software developed and delivered to QA team, the 

higher the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

 

Correctness 

Testability 

Changeability 

Stability 

Installability 

Effectiveness of Software 
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H03: there is no relationship between the Changeability of software developed and 

released to QA team, on the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

HA3: the greater the Changeability of software developed and delivered to QA team, 

the higher the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

 

H04: there is no relationship between the Stability of software developed and released 

to QA team, on the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

HA4: the greater the Stability of software developed and delivered to QA team, the 

higher the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

 

H05: there is no relationship between the Installability of software developed and 

released to QA team, on the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

HA5: the greater the Installability of software developed and delivered to QA team, the 

higher the effectiveness of software quality assurance approach. 

  


